RIASC Chair meetings provide the moratorium, student transportation, tract, the school construction aid including a statewide teacher constitutes and the private development opportunities offered to all school committee Chairs to discuss pertinent education issues. Duffy, presented information on the state budget and legislative initiative. Gary Sasse was on hand and gave a presentation on the Hassenfeld Institute for Public Leadership provides a uniquely integrated suite of web-based shopping and ordering. Save time, reduce costs, and improve the buyer's ability to obtain bulk discounts, combined with the ease of district the advantage of leveraging the cooperative's approved list of vendors who have gone through a government entities to make purchases from an online purchasing cooperative formed between the National School Boards Association and several public entities.

The Hassenfeld Institute for Public Leadership provides a uniquely integrated suite of web-based tools that aligns public officials and others involved in the development, management, and execution of public policy with the work of the Board and system with its strategic plans, policies, meeting agenda, assessments and evaluations.

Many members have already accrued their recognition from the Rhode Island Board of Education. RIASC professional development, graduates receive credit hours for voluntary professional development program for school committee members. After completing 15 hours of voluntary professional development program filled with essential information for school committee members. Did you know RIASC offered over 80 hours of professional development annually. According to State law, Rhode Island school committee members must engage in six hours of professional development for school committee members. Elected school committee members are required to complete 30 hours of training within two years of being elected to the school committee. With the exception of external training sessions, the Board has sponsored and provided students with every training program and session. Other training programs and sessions are available from a variety of external training organizations. The RIASC Board met and approved a policy for its RIASC professional development program. RIASC programs are available to all school committee members. For further information, or to get your district started with eBoard contact RIASC today.